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Background
In 2018 English for Action worked with the Brent Community branch of Unite the
Union, training up a group of 17 local volunteer teachers to run participatory ESOL
classes throughout the borough, responding to the need expressed by one of its
refugee members. The project then worked with the Bulgarian Social Platform, running
5 weekly classes for this new community; teachers also secured teaching posts at
local community centres - the Global Skills Centre in Kilburn, and Brent CVS and The
Yellow in Wembley Park.
When these centres shut during the pandemic, EFA supported one of the local
teachers to move the successful Yellow class online, and began to apply for funding.
Our first official EFA class started last September funded by an Edward Harvist grant.
6 more classes were added to the weekly schedule from January of this year, on
confirmation of a council NCIL grant 1 which kicked-in in April.
This report primarily focusses on the NCIL-funded project, running in partnership with
two Brent-based organisations: the Work Rights Centre, and Young Roots who work
with refugees.
We have 18 months more to go. Our aim in producing this report is to celebrate the
achievements so far in the hope that more people will know about this project and the
opportunity it represents for migrant residents and workers in Brent.

Our current programme
The programme is aimed at higher-level students, based on our experience as
teachers and on our research which show that the provision and uptake of ESOL
beyond Entry Level is low in Brent. The impact of this is clear: low-skilled, low-status
and low-paid work - which is why we are also working in partnership with the Work
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Neighbourhood Community Infrastructure Levy – money collected by the council from developers to be spent
on community infrastructure to offset the impact of development.

Rights Centre who have been running fortnightly Employability and Employment
Rights sessions.
The NCIL funding we applied for was earmarked for projects that would address such
structural inequalities in our borough. Low pay obviously also impacts upon children’s
education, housing and health. These issues will not simply be remedied by migrant
workers becoming more fluent in English. Our programme seeks to develop
community leaders who can build collective power in our communities to take action.
We have enrolled over a 100 local students since January, which great, but we
lowered the entry requirements, creating two Entry 3 classes to cater to the people
who applied. People often assume ESOL is for beginners, so we need to make sure
that prospective students know this higher level course is available. Many with
functional English will be in work, usually in exhausting jobs, with irregular
shift-patterns, and with the associated problems of poverty. And the determination to
invest in their education and development is often channelled into courses that provide
the accreditation they believe will change their situation.
Attendance has been affected by Covid - sickness and homeschooling - and we lost
many students when furlough and lockdown ended and a large number of students
returned to work or travelled to see family. However, we do anticipate many returning
to class in September.
Against these challenges, our local team and the students we’ve worked with have
achieved a lot in the last 6 months, with funding that amounts to just over one Full
Time Employee for the whole project.

Our classes

Fatime

Marta

Robin

Our teaching approach is participatory, working with students to identify what they
are interested in and the issues affecting them in real life. Our aim is to support
students, as individuals and as a community, to make change.
While we do “teach English” of course, our approach to this is to bring adults together
to learn about a broad range of subjects in ways that are accessible, addressing
language needs as they emerge. Our students often reflect that our classes are
different from others they’ve experienced because their views matter and they find the
subjects interesting.
Our programme supports active multi-cultural citizenship and community leadership.
We create a respectful space where a range of important social issues are explored,
helping people navigate a complex society and enabling them to work alongside a
range of people of differing backgrounds, customs and beliefs. The one evaluation
statement that every single respondent ticked was “I have enjoyed meeting people
from different cultures and backgrounds”. Most important of all, is that people feel part
of something, and that we create spaces where people communicate with each other
and care for each-others’ problems, fostering trust and community solidarity.
We have appended several examples of the work that has gone on in our classrooms
this year thanks to this council funding – and we hope that people will be as happy as
we are that these wide ranging discussions are taking place – and actively refer
people to the programme.
Here are some of the comments we’ve received from students in evaluation form and
in our WhatsApp Groups:

Over the last two terms we have run two classes each week for Entry 3 students,
three classes for L1+ students and three for young refugees. In September, we are
making changes to the programme in light of feedback. Fatime is introducing an IELTS
preparation class for those needing to prove their proficiency to go to university or to
re-join in the professions they are qualified in. Robin is starting a refugee class in
Wembley for those in the hotel initial accommodation who are especially isolated. He’s
also starting an in-person writing group in Willesden in response to the main feedback
we’ve had, and felt ourselves, about what’s lacking in our online classes. EFA is also
opening up a Saturday speaking class to Brent students taught by Adela.

Beyond the classroom
Community Workshops
Marta has worked with a group of
student leaders to develop
community workshops for their fellow
students. They came up with a
programme of wellbeing workshops,
reflecting the ongoing mental health
challenges they were experiencing.
They designed the leaflets and in
most cases planned and facilitated
the workshops themselves.

Next term students will be invited to Community Organising training that will train them
in running listening campaigns among their peers, and in facilitating participatory
events and using social media.

Employability and Employment Rights
Each fortnight Lora and her team from the Work Rights Centre
have been delivering a range of sessions focussing on
employability and employment rights, ranging from CV and
Cover Letter writing, interview techniques, contracts and
equalities.

London Citizens
EFA has been affiliated to
London Citizens for many years
in South and East London - and
we have now joined the North
London chapter. 10 students
from Brent joined 90 others from
EFA at the Mayoral
Accountability Assembly, where
some 5000 London citizens
sought commitments from the
candidates on our major
concerns.

in

EFA’s longstanding campaign for
a
London-wide ESOL website scored a victory, with Sadiq Khan finally committing to
staff it, giving our students a sense of their power when they come together. EFA had
led a listening campaign among the students of several ESOL providers, and the key
issue that we identified was a lack of easy-to-find information on available courses.
Several Brent students and local ESOL teachers signed the open letter to Sadiq; local
organisations Work Rights Centre and SAAFI added their support; and three Brent
students volunteered to translate the letter in to Romanian, Albanian and Italian, for
which we’re really grateful. You can still sign and share the letter:
https://loveesol.co.uk/sign-open-letter/.
Marta has been updating a directory of ESOL provision in Brent which will be a
valuable resource in the here and now, and as we work with the council to engage
with the GLA website.
Locally, we have been working with the Brent and Harrow Citizens organiser, Daphne
Giachero, to foster the Community Organising leadership skills of some selected
students. Among the priority campaigns in London are the Living Wage and genuinely
affordable Housing. These two issues are at stake in the major development zone in
Old Oak Common which is set to create 60,000 jobs and 25,000 homes. Two of our
students are in the photo below, as representatives from three boroughs met with the
planning team to tour the site.
Citizens instils in people the
confidence to hold power to
account. We developed our
questions collectively, and the
two EFA students gained a lot
from posing them, grappling
in real life with the issues
we’ve discussed in the
classroom.

Accessing Opportunities
Whether academically, socially, or politically, our classes are places where teachers
and students alike share further opportunities. Some students are enrolling on
government-funded ESOL and Literacy courses that will equip them to be volunteers
in our classes; others are enrolling at the college to become community interpreters.
One student has started a Mental Health course thanks to information shared by
another student. Students have attended council events, such as the Brent Health
Matters session, and the Emerging Communities festival. EFA has hosted its own
information sessions for all our students on the Settled Status, Universal Credit and
with GPs about the Vaccine which Brent students have joined.
Two students are involved in the Brent Renters Union. One student translated a
lengthy survey into Romanian for the Centre for Progressive Change, aimed at
identifying the main issues facing cleaners in London. The daughter of one student
volunteers for the Work Rights Centre, and the daughter of another is also applying
there for work experience. A couple of students have been attending a weekly
anti-racism study group and one student has been involved with our People In Action
project, producing videos on migrant community issues. A few students have joined
the Brent Mutual Aid Facebook group, and one student has been centrally involved
supporting a Moroccan-Spanish family in Neasden with multiple health and housing
problems. We have referred students to food banks and the Brent Solidarity fund, and
one local ESOL teacher took food to a refugee student during Ramadan.

Spread the word for the coming year
Though we have some referral channels in place with the Work Right Centre, Young
Roots, EAL coordinators in some schools, ESOL tutors at the college - the majority of
our initial recruitment was done via a paid Facebook advert. We would appreciate
more active collaboration and partnership in the borough.
We know our programme is beginning to achieve what we set out to do, despite the
setbacks associated with the pandemic. All of our students say the programme is
improving their English, and as you have seen many are inspired by the experience.
Our project is developing all-rounded, sophisticated community leaders who will go on
to serve the community. We look forward to working with you over the coming 18
months and beyond.

The EFA Brent team
Contact robin@efalondon.org / 07974 331 053 for more information

Students can enrol here: https://efalondon.org/brent/

Young Refugees

A group of young refugees who know each other from the Wembley Holiday Inn initial
accommodation make a story together. They are given just the opening phrase “I was
in a rush” and they take it in turns to move the story along, negotiating with each other.
It allows for the expression of their shared trauma.

Here they discuss strategies for support

Dealing with misinformation and media bias
In one of our classes an emerging topic was the news related to migrants. This led to
a discussion on news and media sources in general. Our students shared their
opinions on different media sources and rated their reliability. They expressed their
skepticism about them, which is key to identifying reliable information. They were also
asked to produce more complex topic-related sentences with 'since' and 'as'

A discussion that emerged in another class about fake news:

Understanding the impacts of social media on children.
Two different classes have found themselves discussing concerns about social media.
One class watched and discussed segments of the Netflix show, ‘The Social Dilemma’
which explains how the platforms generate addictive behaviours and how the
algorithms work to target certain demographics to shape their political opinions. This
was after a student came to class disturbed by the bullying of a fat child that she’d
witnessed in the park. Another class, independently, found itself exploring
cyberbullying and ways parents can support their children.

Mental Health
Our classes have all dealt with deteriorating mental health during the pandemic, as
have our student-led community workshops. After one class a student commented in
the WhatsApp group: “Hello, it was a good therapy session like, we talked about our
experiences with the NHS, about our children, our loneliness, and the importance of
our friends support and last about the devil's music and mental health. It was relaxed
atmosphere and productive”.

Social Fabric
A group has read a text about measures of “social fabric” in the UK, and begin to think
about which groups they feel a part of here (apart from their classes) and what would
motivate them to form an association. A concern for children’s rights and opportunities
came to the fore.

Migration and exile
Lumi, a Romanian, worked as a nurse in Italy before coming to the UK, produced an
outstanding piece of writing as a response to a text on Exile, encouraging others to
share their experiences…

Here, an evening class (always mainly women) discusses migrant worker struggles.
They watched and analysed a speech by Zarah Sultana MP which challenges the
scapegoating of migrants, and studied the local Grunwick Strike of the late seventies
led by migrant women which changed race relations in the UK, especially among trade
unionists.

Understanding Autism
Two different classes happen to have discussed autism, based on having children and
relatives they wanted to understand better. One of the discussions motivated a student
to look for jobs in the healthcare sector!
Student-led discussion topics also help students learn faster. We watched a video in
which an autistic person talked about their experiences and a student commented:
"she talked so fast in the video but because I'm so interested in this topic I was able to
understand almost everything".

Here, a text on autism is also used to study the use of articles in English.

Challenging the stigmatisation of Gypsy, Roma and Traveller Communities
Here a group explores, in a safe space, their experiences and views of the Roma
community. We fundamentally believe that our classes help bring out the best in
people, with peer-discussion challenging discriminatory beliefs, fostering an
understanding and acceptance of other communities in their complexity. You can see
in pink, an Iraqi woman choosing to emphasise the joy she sees in Gypsy culture as a
counter to some of the negative views expressed by Romanian and Albanian
students.

The Education System
There is always a big interest in understanding the education system in the UK. Here,
one group makes the case for sending children to their local school rather than
shopping around.

Here is one student’s writing on adolescence, corrected together. Many parents
contend with the dual challenge of raising adolescents in a cultural context they don’t
really understand.

Seeing where the conversation goes
Quite often our classes begin with a general chat. Here we learn about the Romanian
Spring festival of Martisor and a flower exhibition in Islamabad. Another student
discusses her discovery of the Welsh Harp – and fly tipping!

Sometimes you really couldn’t have anticipated what will come up. Here in the
anti-racism study group, the teacher played a song at random, and it turned out that
one of the students had met her, and it opened up a much longer conversation; such
classes are memorable and help a class bond.

Precarious Work
One class watched the opening scenes of Ken Loach “state of the nation” film ‘Sorry I
missed you’ about a working class family trying to make ends meet through precarious
and exploitative courier and care work. Alongside watching some of ‘Watership Down’,
this leads to a good discussion of the qualities of a leader and those of a boss.

Gendered Violence
Here a class discusses gendered violence (and the ways language can obscure men
as the agents of violence) in the wake of the Sarah Everard murder.

Here, we look at a series of texts which put the onus on men to change, challenging
the culture of tacit victim-blaming.

Religion and Society
As part of a term focussing on Religion and Society, a theme prompted by different
beliefs about the pandemic and the vaccine. As a sub-theme we tried to understand
different agendas at play, whether religious or political. Here a class watches extracts
from films, trying to ascertain what they all have in common.

Here a student reflects on the class:
Robin asked us to speak in a nutshell, what we discussed on last Monday class
about three videos on very varied and controversial topics. The first video dealt with
poverty in certain sectors of India and a wonderful school called Shanti Bhavan. I saw
it, thanks Robin, in Netflix the first season (four chapters) of the series called
Daughters of the fortune based in this School. Excellent. The second video, deal wit a
transgender social leader and his fight for freedom and rights. The third, 3, was about
something more complex: Religion :). Morgan Freeman took us to the Sinai Desert to
face our shadows or inner enemy.
How are these three videos related? Difficult to answer. Which led us to ask Robin
what his hidden agenda was. We discussed that each film maker also has its own
agenda. Each politician has his agenda. Each of us have their proper agenda.
In the end, what I interpreted was that Robin's hidden agenda was or is, that we learn
English with interesting topics that he is passionate about. Topics of general culture,
deep, confusing, interesting.
Maybe I'm wrong, but it's my opinion, surely Robin has others hundreds of hidden
plans :)

Here we look specifically at women and their relationship to religion, with Muslim
women often caught between oppressive religious conservatism on the one hand and
Islamophobia on the other.

Turning points in the cultural history of England
The following series of slides give a small snapshot of discussions in one class this
summer, framed loosely by the theme of the cultural history of England, which we
came to after considering
different ideas for the term.
Migrants who are deciding to
settle here want to understand
the history and culture that they
will become a part of. We
started this term with Kipling
quote used by the Black radical
CLR James: “What do they
know of England, who only
England know” to consider the
idea that migrants bring with
them their own cultural experiences, a breadth of comparative perspectives, that can
sometimes allow them to understand UK culture better than people who know nothing
else. Migrants will continue to shape new chapters in the history of these isles, a
negotiation between their own values and customs and the dominant cultures here.
The process also makes them more incisive about their home country culture and
history.

The European Cup finals
We couldn’t avoid discussing it!

Safety
Here a group shares their experiences living in Brent and concerns about their area.
The two main issues they face are having too many thieves and the lack of cameras in
the parks. They practised writing a complaint letter based on their lived experiences.

Promoting acceptance of relationship and sexual diversity

At the top, a class discusses their views on couples with a big
age difference between them, which develops into a
consideration of the possibility of consensual polyamory. Another
class watches a documentary about the unsolved murder of
Trans activist Marsha Thomson. Depictions of LGBT characters
should not be confined to separate LGBT lessons one month of
the year. The documentary was part of a discussion about social
agendas. Here at the bottom is a screenshot from the Netflix
series called Feel Good, a comedy with a lesbian couple at the
centre. We watched a scene to look at the parental dynamics, as
part of a discussion on parenting styles.

Personal and Social Development
All our classes are fundamentally geared towards personal and social development,
cultivating self-confidence and skills. The summer theme for one class was on Animal,
which helped people explore themselves and their values.

The following attributes are listed in a book about the roles we play as part of a group.
Students in one class ascribed attributes to their peers and the teacher, which was
both fascinating and a testament to the group cohesion, with some people using this
as an opportunity to build each other’s confidence, shining a light on attributes they
sensed people needed to have acknowledged.

